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Desizn Circle  

CEED/NID Mock Test 

Test ID: MJ 106 

Name:   .......................................... email :  ...................................... starting time:   ................... 

 

Exam duration 3 hours.  Morning ( 10 am to 1pm) / Evening (2pm to 5pm)   

Attempt all 4 question 

These questions are designed to judge your understanding on product development and branding . 

Divide your time according to the marks allocated for each questions. 

Even if your ideas are basic, try to present them in a neat and innovative way. 

 Mark and describe your ideas properly. Never make the invigilator guess your designs and concepts. 

Use one side of an A4 sheet to answer first 3 questions. 2 sides for the 4th question 

 

  

Question 1       (10 marks) 

Imagine you are sitting on your living room watching TV. Your have your snacks and cold drinks in front of you on the 

table. Draw the view. 

Do a rough render of the composition. 

# Make the composition from your perspective. Include maximum details in the background, but try to keep the main 

subjects focused. 

# Keep note of the perspective, proportion, and make the view dramatic as possible. 

  

Question 2       (10 marks) 

You are selected to help a NGO that create craft products using bamboo .As a designer create 4 unique products for 
a coffee cafe that approached the NGO to do their interior . 

You can create interior products like furniture, lighting or any new products that fits the space. 

 

# keep the design relevant for the client. Remember what kind od products would a coffee place needs. 

# try to make products that are in sets. Eg: lighting can include a floor lamp, a hanging and a wall light of similar 
style. 

#understand what all techniques can be used on bamboo: you can bend, weave, tie, slice and make interesting joints . 
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Question 3       ( 10 marks) 

 

Make 3 innovative logo concept for a pen company that makes premium handmade wooden pens .Design a 
interesting packaging for the product with proper placement of  logo on the package . 

# Observe the picture and understand what kind of an identity will such a company gives. Logo should describe that 
look. 

 # Create a interesting name for the company, logo can be derieved for the name itself ,ideally use a symbolic 
representation for the logo .visuals attract more attention. 

# packaging should be a continuation of the theme you are using in the branding of the pen. Think beyond any 
simple box packages we see everyday .  

Try to mention the materials and colours that are used . 

 

Question 4       (15 marks) 

Observe the 3 types of watched shown below 

 

 Sporty classy   innovative 

 

Like the sample shown above , make such variation for any of the products given below . 

a) sunglass          b) shoes         c) bag 

# Understand the difference between each of the division .how the function and form varies in each section. 

# use colours and tecture to make the product theme evident . 

All the Best 


